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Shadow, Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, Amy, and Rouge are playing Truth or Dare. Soon everything goes
freaky(duh)
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1 - not freaky chapter

*Shadow's house*

Shadow, Sonic, Tails, Amy, Rouge, and Knuckles:*sitting in a circle playing truth or dare*

Shadow: hey Knux, truth or dare?

Knux: dare.

Shadow: hmmmmm, I dare you to… KISS ROUGE!

Knux, Rouge: WHAT!

Shadow: you heard me.

Knux, Rouge: *look at each other* BLECH!

Rouge:*looks away and sticks out her hand*

Shadow: no, a real kiss, on the lips… and at least 5 seconds

Knux, Rouge:*moan*

Rouge:do your worst, wait, do a normal persons worst

Knux: GRRRRR

Shadow, Sonic, Amy, Tails as Knux begins the kiss: 5,4,3,2,1 HAHAHAHAHA

Shadow, Sonic, Amy, Tails: *laughs*

Knux, Rouge: *stare at them angrily*

*lightning*

Everyone: *screams*

The doorbell: ding- dong

Sonic: Shadow this is your house, answer it!

Shadow: NO, you!

Sonic, Amy, Tails, Knux, Rouge: *stares at Shadow*

Shadow: FINE!

End of chapter 1

2 - Slightly Freaky Happening

Everyone: *staring at door*

Tails: are you going to answer it or what!?

Shadow: Oh sure *gets up and heads toward door*

Everyone except Shadow: well open it!

Shadow: *his hand shaking as it gets closer to the handle, he looks back and everyone has pots on their
heads, pans on their butts, and cookie sheets strapped to their backs and chests*

Shadow: *opens the door and immediately starts doing phony kung-fu moves* (Cream was at the door)

Cream: OHHHHHHHHH-KAAAAAAYYYYY * sits in the circle*

Shadow * returns to the circle noticing that the pots, pans, and cookie sheets had disappeared*

Cream: are we playing Truth or Dare?
Everyone: * nods their heads*

Cream: ooohhhhh, Sonic, truth or dare

Sonic (thinking): after what Knux had to do I'm afraid to say dare

Sonic: TRUTH!

Cream: *making kissy faces* you really love Amy don't you

Amy: *blushes*

Sonic: NO WAY ……… Taaaiiiillllssss, truth, or dare!

3 - Odd Thing

Tails: I'd rather not answer that question

Sonic: Too bad

Tails: Neither

Sonic: Come on Tails

Tails: Neither

Sonic: Come on Tails

*this goes on for several hours*

Amy: SONIC, TAILS!!!!

Sonic, Tails: *stare at her strangely*

Amy: What's that noise in the cupboard

Sonic: Knux should go see what it is

Knux: Why me

Sonic: Because if you get eaten we won't miss you

Knux: Oh yeah…… HEY

Sonic: Just go

Knux: Fine

*Knux opens the cupboard door and Tikal jumps out*

Tikal: Hey guys

Everyone else: Hhhhhhiiiiiiiiiiii

*Tikal sits in the circle*

Tikal: Truth or Dare?

Everyone else: uh-huh

4 - Link!

Tikal: Rouge, truth or dare

Rouge: dare

Tikal: I dare you to jump out the window, run up and down the street screaming "I'm a pretty unicorn!!"
then pretend the next person you see is Simon (from American Idol) and try to try out for American Idol
with "Mary Had a Little Lamb"

Rouge: *groans then looks at Sonic and gets an idea* I wouldn't want to break Sonic's window

Sonic: don't worry, my windows open *he goes over to the window and opens it, pointing out that it has
no screen*

Rouge: there is no way out of this is there

Everyone else: NO

Rouge: *sighs* okay it is time to go, unfortunately

*everyone follows Rouge to the window*

Rouge: *jumps out the window, runs up and down the street screaming at the top of her lungs "I'm a
pretty unicorn. DEAL WITH IT!!!!!!!!!!!!", then points to an old guy walking his dachshund and says

"You're Simon! I am so excited! (musical notes go here) Mary had a little lamb, little lamb, little lamb.
Mary had a little lamb whose fleece was white as snow(musical notes go here).

*the following part has been censored do to heavy violence from an old guy against Rouge*

Rouge: *walks in with scratches and bumps and bruises and I few cuts but no serious injuries* I don't
feel like playing truth or dare anymore

Link the hedgehog/magician:*he wears silver shoes, black jeans, a black shirt, and two black bands on
each wrist**he appears out of thin air* Sup

Sonic: hey Link! Long time no see. How's it going.

Everyone else:*stares at Sonic because they never knew about link until now and he has obviously
known him for a while*

5 - The Shale Secret

The Shale Secret
Try saying that 5 times fast

*This story brought to you by Darkness42's comic*

Sonic: what!?

*everyone else stares at him*

Sonic: what?!

*stares*

Sonic: what!?

*this continues for 3 weeks, 2 days, 5 hours, 16 minutes, and 22.3456531232 seconds*

Everyone but Sonic in perfect unison: HOW DO YOU KNOW LINK!!??

Sonic: from………… THE SHALE SECRET!! TRY SAYING THAT 5 TIMES FAST!!!

Amy: HEY! You just stole the title!

Sonic: so

Amy: uummm……… good point. But what is the Shale Secret

Sonic: the title

Amy: ooohhhh, hey! That is not a good reason!!

Sonic: so
Amy: I command that you tell me right now!!

Sonic: okay, okay. The Shale Secret is a secret society. No I don't know what a society is.

Amy: GO ON!! DO IT PUNY MORTAL- I mean, ppplllleeaasse

Sonic: well now that you asked nicely, The Shale Secret society is a place where great heroes can get
together and do stuff, like play mini- golf! That is where I met Link. I also met Shale there, he runs the
place.

Link: oh! I almost forgot! OOOHHHH Shale!!

Shale: *energetic young fox* *walks in front door* yeah!

*for more info on Shale see my other story: Shale my fan character*

Link: but that is not all! Charmy, get your little stinger in here!

Charmy: *walking in front door* OK

6 - The Architect?

The Architect?

My dad works with architects. He calls them "boss."

This story brought to you by Darkness42's comics.

Sonic: Oh…my…gosh… you are all here!!

Charmy: We know.

Sonic: *gasp* you know too!?

Charmy: Yes.

Shadow: And they say the art of conversation is dead.

Charmy: Who?

Shadow: *sigh* Billy Bob Joe Fred Jimmy Alexander the third did.

Charmy: *gasp* You saw Billy Bob Joe Fred Jimmy Alexander the third!!?? How's he doin?

Shadow: Not so good, he, err, FELL DOWN A BOTTOMLESS PIT!!

Charmy: Man I hate when that happens.

Shale: When are we going to meet an architect?

Amy: What made you think that we were going to meet an architect?

Shale: The title.

Amy: oh, ok.

Sonic: Let's go to the secret architects convention!!!

Charmy: Now it isn't a secret.

Sonic: Let's go anyway!!!

Shale: OK!!! W[][]T!

*Ultimate notice* I love using brackets as O's. W[][][][][][][][][][]!!!!

*Ultimate notice* The following will be like on a TV show where it is a subtitle telling you where the
characters are

CLIFF DWELLING, MESA VERDE COLORADO (one of those adobe homes)

Shale: Where are the architects!!!???!??!

7 - Link.

Link.

This chapter is going to be one conversation between Link and whoever I want since I haven't had Link
talk much in the last few chapters. Sorry about that Link_the_hedgehog_magician.

This story is brought to you by Darkness42's comic.

Link: I know where the architects are!

Shale: Where?!

Link: Inside my magic wand *takes out a magicians wand*

Shale: How did they get in there?

Link: I put them in there.

Shale: Why?

Link: I was trying to rob cwiff dwelling and sell it on the internet but their stupid convention was here.

Shale: How come cliff dwelling is still here then?

Link: I said cwiff dwelling. It is over there. *points to nothing*

Shale: Nothing is there.

Link: *Takes out a fat wallet*

Shale: oh.

Link: Want some money?

Shale: Sure!

Link: Too bad.

Shale: OK.

Link: Want to shine my sword? I will pay you.

Shale: ok.

*Shale shines his swords*
Shale: All done. How much do I get paid?

Link: Don't eat the yellow snow.

Shale: *Spits out yellow snow* ok, how much do I get paid?

Link: I just paid you a word of advice.

Shale: oh, ok.

8 - Sonic the magician?

Sonic the Magician?

Is Sonic a magician? Find out.

Sonic?: what you guys want to do?

Shale: go back to your house

Sonic?: ok *waves his hands and a wormhole appears and they all jump in and appear at Sonic's house*

Link: Hey! I am the magician around here Sonic!

Sonic?: But I am not Sonic!!

Amy: Then who are you?!

*Blitz the cat walks out of the Sonic costume*

Blitz: I am Blitz.

*Sonic walks in with a chili dog*

Sonic: MMMMMMMM, chili dogs

Blitz: and I can't do magic, that was Link who made that wormhole. I set it up so he would though.

Link: You are strange.

Blitz: so

Link: its cool!

Blitz: wait, you guys hear that?

Rouge: hear what?

Blitz: hhhmmm, we are in New York right now so it is definitely someone in California!

Sonic: How can you hear that?

Blitz: I can adjust my hearing so I can have super hearing or be deaf.

Sonic: well we better go help. Link, can you send us there?

Link: Sure. *they all get teleported*

9 - V-DAY SPECIAL!

V-DAY SPECIAL!
The mushiest chapter yet.

(Sonic and Amy alone (you know what THIS could lead to in a v-day special))

Sonic: Amy, will you be my Valentine? *hands her a package*

Amy: *gasp* of course! *opens package* awwwww, my first m-16, well, actually my 50th but I thought
that is what I should say. *deep breath* SONICKU!!

Sonic: *running away* I knew it would end like this! I'll be killed with LOVE!!

(Tails and Cream (once again, alone))

Tails: Cream, will you, umm, be my, umm, VALENTINE! *hands her a package*

Cream: Well, duh. *opens package* what's with the key?

Tails: It's the key to the plane I designed for you.

Cream: TAILSICKU! Wait, that only works for Amy. TAILS!

Tails: *running away* I'll be killed with LOVE!!

(Tails shouldn't hang around with Sonic so much)

(Rouge and Espio (Espio came over and they, you called it, alone))

Espio: Rouge, will you be my Valentine? *hands her a very expensive ring*

Rouge: OF COURSE NOT YOU BABBLING IDIOT!!! *slaps Espio* *takes ring anyway and leaves*
*comes back* thanks for the ring though
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